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Introduction 

 EPA actions and the 404(c) veto process 

 Brief history of the permit 

 What’s at stake: 

-The permit and operation 

-The underlying regulatory programs 



Why is Spruce Important?

 Ultimate manifestation of EPA’s efforts to frustrate 
the mine permitting process in Appalachia

 Shatters the “sanctity” of state and federal 
environmental regulatory programs and authorities 

 Its West Virginia, Appalachia and coal mining 
today, but EPA could be coming to a project near 
you

 When is a permit really a permit?



Permitting Programs 

 Surface Mining Control & Reclamation Act 
-state primacy with federal oversight 

 Clean Water Act 
-Section 401 

-state primacy
-Section 402 (NPDES) 

-concurrent state and federal jurisdiction 
-Section 404 (Dredge and Fill)

-Corps of Engineers with EPA review 
-EPA comments- can veto any 
permit issued by the Corps 



Spruce Mine Permit History

 SMCRA permit issued by WV DEP in 1998

 EPA comments (objects) to the issuance of 
the NPDES permit in 1998

 EPA objections resolved in 1999 

 First Corps permit issued (w/o EPA objection) 
in 1999

 EPA objects again to NPDES permit 
(modification) in 2002; Issues again resolved 
through addressing specific EPA concerns



Corps Permit History

 Initially authorized by the Corps as a Nationwide 
Permit 21 in 1999 

 Caught in litigation (Haden Case) 

 Company agreed to preparation of Individual Permit 
and a permit-specific Environmental Impact 
Statement 

 Dal-Tex operation shuts down (no Corps permit) 

 EPA involved consistently in the EIS 

 Corps completes EIS and issues permit in January 
2007

 Company mobilizes investment and begins 
operations



The Regulatory Nightmare

 “New Information” motivates EPA to initiate the 
404(c) process: 

-2009 EPA asks the Corps to voluntarily suspend 
the Spruce permit 

-Corps, after consultation with WV DEP, declines 

-EPA publishes a proposed determination in April 
2010, comment period and public hearing May 
and June 2010 

-EPA forwards “recommended determination” to 
EPA headquarters in Sept. 2010  



Spruce Veto Action…

 Only 12 404(c) actions 
since 1972 

 Never used against an 
already issued and 
operating permit 

 EPA’s issues relate to 
STATE WQStds and 
interpretations  



EPA:

Shift in the Benthic / Bug Population means 
IMPAIRMENT



Water Quality Standards 



Water Quality Standards 



Where are we?

 Recommended 
determination to HQs 

 Corrective Action period 
has ended- responses 
from Company, Corps 
and WV DEP 

 Wait on a decision from 
EPA 

 Lawsuit should and will 
begin flying 



Why Everyone Should be 
Concerned 

 Federal agencies in dialogue about what 
state programs mean 

 Neutralizes the state executive, legislatures 
and public comment processes 

 No faith in permit 

 Further chills the permitting environment 

 Sanctity of the process– EPA’s objections 
were previously addressed and resolved-
politics changes, everything starts over again. 



Questions  ???


